EDESIX BODY WORN CAMERAS FOR

LOCAL AUTHORITIES
The Edesix VideoBadge and VideoTag range of Body
Worn Cameras is currently used by local authorities
across the UK to protect staff and capture evidential
footage.
Body Worn Cameras help dissuade antisocial
behaviour from members of the public and deter
aggression towards staff.
Footage is not only used to secure convictions, but
can also be used for training and discerning best
practice for users.
Edesix Body Worn Cameras are lightweight,
unobtrusive and can be easily fitted to any uniform.
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SOLUTION
Edesix Cameras are simple to assign, manage
and use. Edesix ensures efficient workflow and
ease of use for local authorities, by providing
the necessary devices and infrastructure for a
successful deployment.
Edesix’s VideoManager software licences enable
web-based viewing and editing of incidents.
The software is designed to control and manage
cameras, their footage, and footage from other
sources if required, in a simple but highly-efficient
and secure manner.

“Since we have undertaken the trial, we
have found people’s attitude changes
dramatically once the officers inform
them of the camera.”
Claremont Council

PARKING ENFORCEMENT
Parking officers use VideoBadges and VideoTags to
deter aggression from members of the public and
collect footage of issued tickets, which is often used to
contest false claims.
Parking officers collect their badges from a docking
station at the beginning of their shift, and the camera
will remain associated with that officer until it’s
returned, ensuring a chain of custody for all recordings.
In the event of an incident occurring, the officer
can record the footage, which will be automatically
uploaded when the officer returns the camera at the
end of their shift.
Alternatively, if using the VideoBadge as opposed to
VideoTag, officers can leave their body cameras on for
the duration of their shift, as Edesix VideoBadges have
an 8-hour recording battery life.
Furthermore, Edesix wearable cameras are discreet
and lightweight and can be easily attached to the
uniform of parking officers.

“The quality of the recordings is excellent.”
Swansea Council

CIVIL ENFORCEMENT
Civil Enforcement Officers across the UK use Edesix
wearable cameras in the field when issuing notices.
These cameras benefit CEOs by changing the
behaviour of members of the public and capturing
evidential quality footage of interactions.
The VideoBadge VB-200 is the most popular camera
for CEOs. The VB-200 is robust, unobtrusive and
has a pre-record feature that allows for events that
occurred prior to the camera being turned on to be
captured, meaning that nothing will be missed if an
incident arises.
VideoBadges not only increase the transparency
of interactions, they also capture footage of CEOs
issuing PCNs, which can be used to dispute false
claims.

“Our CEOs would not want to be without it!”
Barrow-in-Furness, Borough Council

WASTE COLLECTION
Edesix Body Worn Cameras are used by both waste
collection teams and litter wardens alike.
Using a Body Worn Camera for waste collection can
dissuade potential fly-tippers or catch those in the
act, capturing footage of offending individuals.
Litter wardens predominantly use Body Worn
Cameras as a means of deterring aggressive
behaviour. The camera itself acts as a visual
deterrent to hostile members of the public.

“The recorded evidence has also been used
to achieve successful outcomes in court,
for example since April last year, our flytipping task force has achieved a 100 per
cent conviction rate in cases put before
magistrates.”
Newham Council

HARBOUR MASTERS
Edesix VideoBadges benefit Harbour Masters as a
means of mobile CCTV, recording areas that are not
covered by conventional fixed IP cameras.
The Port is made more secure as a larger proportion
of the site is under surveillance, allowing a greater
opportunity to gather evidence if needed, in the
case of an incident.
The VB-300 series of Edesix VideoBadges can also
integrate with any ONVIF compliant VMS, allowing
both the CCTV and Body Worn Camera footage to be
viewed in tandem.

“The technology offers greater
transparency for those in front of the
camera as well as behind it.”
Dorset County Council

CROSSING PATROLS
Crossing patrols use Body Worn Cameras to protect
staff and children from careless drivers.
These cameras help at crossings where motorists
fail to stop or verbally abuse crossing patrol staff as
they help children across the road.
The Body Worn Cameras provide a deterrent as part
of their uniform and the evidence captured helps
to identify drivers and their cars, if required for
prosecution.

“One of the most cost-effective ways a
school can improve safety for their children
and parents outside the school gates.”
West Sussex County Council’s school
Crossing Patrol Manager

VIDEOMANAGER
All footage and data captured by VideoBadges and VideoTags will be uploaded to the VideoManager Web
Application, which can be accessed by authorised personnel from any computer or tablet connected to their
network. To access VideoManager, you will require either a Software Licence, or access to the Edesix Cloud Service.
Footage and incidents can be shared outside of your council using secure links. These links will be traceable within
the audit trail, and can be enabled with an expiration date.
Any footage requiring escalation can be shared to the relevant parties, and footage from all department can be
managed centrally.
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